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· Homecoming a
Lots might receive upkeep
· laughing matter ·
by Jamie Carte

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

After much debate, the Program and Activity Council
NEWS EDITOR
decided not to lend its services
in planning the concert. InThis year's Homecoming stead, it decided to work with
activities, radically reduced Church Street Station and the
from years past because of the UCF Alumni Relations Assoloss of support from the ath- ciation to host a Homecoming
party.
letic
department, will inThe deal with
elude a comedian
Rosie O'Grady's
with an opening
fell through bemusical act.
cause of conflict.
Jerry Seinfeld
When PAC came
is the main act
back to Student
for the HomeGovernment to
coming concert to
rethink the conbe held the night
cert, too much
before the game
time
had
on Oct. 14 at 8
elapsed and the
p.m.
Seinfeld
athletic departis winner of the
ment had lost its
JERRY SEINFELD
1988 American
enthusiasm for
Comedy Awards for Best helping with the funding.
Stand-Up Comedian for
"Student Government then
Nightclubs. The opening act proposed having bands on the
will be Stevie B, who will offer green on Friday after thf!
a musical performance featur- [Homecoming] parade to keep
ing lasers.
the spirit going," said Schmidt.
Kim Cole, program director
SG set up an SG sponsored
of the Student Center, said the concert account with $14,000
athletic department usually is in front money. "The rea on
in charge of the Homecoming was not only to sponsor a conconcert held on the field after cert this year, but to allow
the game.
Student Government to evenHowever, this year the ath- tually take over the planning
letic department decided to let and sponsoring of the HomeSG have the responsibility for coming concert," said Schmjdt.
booking Homecoming enter- SG spent $10,000 to book Seintainment because it lost feld.
money on last year's concert,
Mike Koski, chairman of the
which featured the band Air Popular
Entertainment
Supply.
Committee, said, "the Senate
Also, because attendance at wanted a big concert, that
Knights football games has would have been nice, but
improved, the a thletic depart- [because it was July] there just
ment feels the Homecoming wasn't enough time or money."
concert is no longer needed to
Io stead, PAC decided to
boost attendance. In response, start looking for a big name
former Student Body Presi- comedian with a small band as
dent Roy Reid, signed an ex- the opening act. Since so much
ecutive order creating the time had elapsed, Student
Homecoming Concert Plan- ~vernment was unable to do
ning Committee on March 15. anything.
This 10-member committee
"We have gone downhill as
was to be in charge of planning far as the concert is conthe Homecoming Concert. The cerned," said Schmidt. "It has
commitee was designed to been livened up a bit though
represent all aspects of the with all of the activities
campus.
planned during Homecoming
For example, it was to con- Week."
sist of three at-large students,
Tickets to the concert are $5
the student body, an admini- for students, $10 for alumni
stration representative, as and $12 for general admission
well as a member of the faculty and are available at the
and alumni.
KIOSK Only 2, 750 tickets
"Student ~vernment and are available, with 2,300 allot·the athletics department both ted for students, 350 for
agreed to fund the con cert," alumniandlOOforgeneral adsaid Sen. Fred Schmidt.
mission.
-by Crickett Drake
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This is the third story of a
series dealing with different
aspects of UCF's parking
problem.
After seven years of neglect, UCFs parking lots
may undergo some maintenance during winter break,
but only if the funds become
available.
According to statement
recently issued by Dr. John
Bolte, vice president of
administration and finance,
"Resurfacing and replacing
stripes on existing lots is
long overdue and a recent

estimate indicates $60,000

Bolte concluded, "If the

will be required to provide the

needed maintenance."

SEE PARKING PAGE 4

UCF gets OK for new school
by Doris Plister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The DepartmentofCommunications has been elevated to
school tatus after a State

University System review
committee recommended the
change on the basis of UCFs
development.
The Board of Regents approved the change in May;
however, the School of Com-

Communication Day set for Friday
by Doris Plister
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Communication majors,
past and present, are invited to attend the fourth
annual Communication
Day tomorrow from noon
until 4 p. m. at Lake Claire.
"Most students only see
the faculty when they go to
class and when they need
advisement. This event is
designed to get everyone
together and socialize,"
communications professor
Bob Davis said.
The event was started by
the Quotes club,UCF's student advertising/public relations organization, to allow the students to meet
other students in their major.
"Networking is so important in the communications
field, and this event gives
students the opportunity to
meet others in their field,"
said Davis.
"Those .people that are

your classmates in college
will be your colleagues in
the work force. It's important that students get to
know each other."
"College is not just about
books and learning, but
about meeting people and
getting to know one another. C-Day was designed
to get people together," said
Davis.
This year's C-Day marks
a special celebration because the Board of Regen ts
approved the communication department's request
for school status.
The university's third
largest department is now
officially the School of Communication.
Events of the day include
volleyball, touch football,
Frisbee and other recreational activities.
Food and drinks will be
provided by Coca-Cola, the
Quotes club, journalism
Professor Fred Fedler and
Teaching Assistant Frank
Stansberry.

munications was not officially opened until classes
began this fall.
James Welke, whose
title was changed from department chair to school
director, said the School of
Commurucations should be
able to "handle the resources better and make
more classes available to
the students when they
need them."
Another
noticeable
change will give the school a
limited access program.
Welke explained that students would have to complete their freshman year
and then apply to their
major in the school. The
grammar proficiency exam,
which must be passed in
order for students to remain
in certain classes, will become a requirement to be
accepted to the school.
Communications stu-·
dents will also be required
to receive a minor in various
suggested fields.
There has also been a
change with the area coordinators who oversee the 20
departmental faculty members. Department coordinators Fred Fedler, journalism; Milan Meeske, radiotelevision and film; and
KP. Taylor, communication, are now division·
heads. They will be more
independent in terms of
SEE COMM. PAGE 5
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• Can the Knights geld the
Chargers to make th-eir
record 6-0? Our game preview may have the answer.
Also, a how-to primer on
"The Wave."

• Do clothes make the
man (or woman)? Confetti
looks at the altenative
fashion scene. Also, 'Gori Ilas in the Mist': Not_hing to
beat your breast about.
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It goes something like this.
In 1872, a Frenchman by the name of Louis Pasteur discovered a way of keeping
bottled beer fresh for an indefinite period of time. He called the process "pasteurization'.'
Ayear late~ an American brewer by the name of Adolphus Busch got wind of the idea.
And he soon began using it to bottle his own beer
Together they started a revolution in the packaging of fresh goods. In fact, 22 years
late~ the dairy industry would jump on the wagon. That's where the cow fits in.
Ifs an old story, but an important one. Because every time you pop open
~
1
a cold Bu!i. you know you can count on a fresh tasting beer One made
....\.~ ,~
with no additives. No preservatives. And with quality in mind. d.'f.ft.. yj_V11!
And thars no joke.
Pasteurization. Ifs just one of the reasons why Budweiser
has remained the King of Beer5® for over 110 years.
v~
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Library features art
· by ·UCF professor
•

Throughout his employment he
photographed a wide variety of subjects ranging from car accidents to
department store openings.
He now uses the photographs,
The art exhibit currently on display
in the University Library features taken while working for the paper as
paintings by Paul Martin Lester, an the subjects ofhis paintings. His works
assistant professor in UCF's communi- bear such titles as "Two Firemen,"
cation department, who teaches visual "Streetcar Girls" and "The Boxer."
"All the images in this show were
communication and photojournalism
courses .
originally photographs published in
Lester originally worked as a staff the newspaper.
photographer for. the New Orleans
Times-Picayune newspaper.
SEE ART PAGE 4
by Paula Sullenger
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Female profs blast men
Universities accused of sex discrimination
•

new group at the University of New
Mexico held a press conference "to
COLLEGE PRESS SERVICE
publicize the condition of women working on this campus."
Female faculty members on two
UNMhistoryprofessorJanRoebuck
separate campuses have opened the said she helped form the group after
new year with critical salvos at the UNM President Gerald May's April
men who run their schools.
, 1988 explanation that he has not apA group of University of Iowa fac- pointed any women to high-level adulty members announced in August it ministrative posts on the campus bewould try to pressure UI to hire more cause there were no women qualified
women, a move which prompted TH t.o for them.
release a report defending its efforts to
"We need to get together on this
recruit female teachers and deans.
SEE WOMEN PAGE 5
Moreover, on Sept. 7, a similarly
Staff Report

•

Are you registered to vote? If not, why?
"Yes."
Elizabeth Dodd, 27, journalism
"No. I am not interested in politics and I can not find where I need
to register."
Cindy Pigg, 27, communication
"No. I've just been lazy."
Michele Passamonte, 21, journalism
"No. I haven't taken the time. I did try to register at UCF but I
couldn't because I live in Seminole County. I do plan to register,
though."
Tim Ellis, 20, psychology
"Yes, I am."
Deborah Tepper, 20, business
"No. I have just never got around to it."
Mike Hilton, 21, criminal justice
"No. I just moved to this area."
Darrin Brunt, 26, areospace engineering

•
• STRESSBUSTERS

•

The UCF Health Resource
Center holds a Stressbusters
meeting every Wednesday at
11 am. The group discusses
stress management, test taking techniques, relaxation
tools, biofeedback, nutrition
and other stress related aspects.
For more information, call
281-5841.
•ENGINEERING AWARD

The American Consulting
Engineers Council is awarding
a $5,000 scholarship to a qualified
engineering student
working towards a bachelor's
degree.
For more information, call
Will Shaffner at 275-2827.
• BICYCLE FESTIVAL

•

Entries for the 14th annual
Mount Dora Bicycle Festival
on Oct. 21-23 are now being
accepted. Rides vary from leisurely one-hour tours to a fullday ride through the quiet
countryside of Central Florida.
Fees are $30, $45 and $60,
depending on the ride, and
include meals ..
For more information, call
the Mount Dora Chamber of
Commerce at (904) 383-2165.
• 80-YEARS·OLD

A glance back in time, ice
cream, cake and a special
birthday concert by the Florida Symphony Orchestra will
be part of the festivities Sun. day, Oct. 16, at the Florida
Hospital birthday celebration
in Loch Haven Park.
The event begins at 1 p.m.,
with ice cream at 4 p.m. and a

performance by the FS at 5 210.
p.m.
Admission is free and eve- •NEW CLUB
ryone is invited to be part of
The Department of Public
the celebration.
Service Administration has
received permission to form a
•CREW TEAM
local ch apter of Pi Alpha
The UCF crew team is look- Alpha, the national honor sociingfor members, both men and ety of public administration.
women. No experience is nec- The induction ceremony for
essary.
the UCF chapter will be held
For more information, con- later this fall.
tact Dennis Kamrad at 2752351.
•SOX
The student organization of
• STOP SMOKING
the Society of Professional
The American Cancer Soci- Journalists holds bi-weekly
ety is once again askjng for meetings at The Central Florparticipationin the Great ida Future office. Officers have
American Smokeouton Thurs- been selected and members
day, Nov. 17.
are being recruited. For more
Last year 3,220,000 Ameri- information, call Crickett
cans died from the toxic sub- Drake at 275-2865.
stances in cigarettes.
•EARHART AWARD

Applications for the Zonta
.The newly formed Lacrosse Amelia Earhart Fellowship
Club is holding practices every Award are being taken. The
Wednesday and Sunday at 5 award is $6,000 and available
p.m. on the REC fields. For to qualified women in gradumore information, please call ate studies of aerospace rePaul Fermo at 275-4109.
lated science or engineering .
Deadline for applications
• ENVIR. SOCIETY
must be postmarked by Dec. 3.
The next Environmental Anyone interested should conSociety metting will be Tues- tact Zonta International Founday, Oct.11from8to10 p.m. in dation, 557 W. Randolph St.,
PH 114. A speaker on local Chicago, Ill., 60606-2284.
land use will be featured. For
more information, call Andrea •SCIENCES
at 894-8764.
Doctoral fellowships in biological sciences are available
• ROOM CHANGE
for full-time students working
The UCF Gospel and Cul- towards a doctorate. The
tural Choir has changed its a wards are for three years,
time, day and place for re- with an option to extend the
hearsal.
fellowship for two years.
It is now Monday and WedDeadline for applicants is
nesday from 8 to lOp.m. in the Nov. 14. For further informaEducation · Building Room tion, contact the Financial Aid

• LACROSSE ACTION

Office or write directly to
Hughes Doctoral Fe1Iowships,
The Fellowship Office, National Research Office, 2101
Constitution Ave. NW, Washington, D.C. 20418.
• LIMITS OF MOMENT

A performance event featuring aspiring local musicians, poets and visual artists
will be held at Cafe Noir, 1229
N. Mills. For more information, call Eugene Marsh at
895-0921.
•TUTORS

The Student Academic Resource Center offers all students free tutorial assistance
with mathematics, english,
economics, study skills,
CLAST and more. There are
also computerized programs to
sharpen skills for the GRE,
GMATorACT.
It is located in PCl-102 and
is open from 9 a.m to 8 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
and 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Friday.
For more information, call
281-5130.
•MATH STUDENTS
If you are a good student in

math, 3.0 GPA with 3.2 GPAin
math and have completed the
calculus sequence plus two
additional math courses you
may qualify for membership in
Pi Mu Epsilon. Pi Mu Epsilon
is a national mathematics
honorary fraternity that promotes excellence in mathematics. Many engineering
and science majors will qualify
fro this excellent addition to
their resume. Please stop by
the Math Dept. Office in CCII
226 to pick up an application or

call 275-2585. Deadline fro Application is Oct. 15.
• CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

We preach Christ, not the
capitalistic system. We seek to
bring our neighbors to faith in
Him, not give our opinion
about free enterprise. To tie
Christ to the very best human
system, is to tie a star, light
years distant, to a dead horse
here on earth. Neither the star
nor Christ will thus be bound.
Next meeting of the fellowship is 7:30 p.m. on Monday
Oct. 10 in the SOL. Everyone
Welcome.
•DEMOCRATS

College Democrats holds
weekly meetings at 4:00 pm in
SC214 every Tuesday.
If you are interested please
call x4414.
•UNITED WAY

The UCF 1988 Heart of
Florida United Way Campaign is now in progress and
will last until Nov. 3. Our goal
this year is $30,000.
Any donar can identify the
agency or agencies they wish
to support. Everyone is urged
to support this important
community program and help
us reach our goal
•SPACE CLUB

Are you interested in the
U.S: Space program? A new
student organization is forming on campus that is dedicated to the explorartion of
space. Students for the Exploration and Development of
Space meets in Room 215 in
the Biology Building. For more
information, call x2141.

•
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PARKING
FROM PAGE 1

lots are permitted to deteriorate even more, the cost rises
radically as major maintenance becomes necessary."
Mike Spinnato, a civil engineer with the Facilities Planning division, confirmed
Bolte's statement and targeted the estimated cost at
$62,500.
"I'm always optimistic these
funds will become available,
but until then we'll just wait
our tum," added Spinnato.
The last repair effort was
during the winter break in
1981. Spinnato said winter
break or spring break are the
only opportune times to seal,
coat and paint the parking
stripes because the summer
months are too hot for the seal
coating to dry properly.
Also, during the vacation
times students will, for the
most part, be off campus. This
will minimize the labor time to
two days per parking lot.
One of the primary objectives of the parking lot repairs
will be restriping the spaces.
Now, many lines mark each
parking space due to the wearing down of the seal coating
over the last seven years.
The original parking spaces
varied from 45 to 60 degree
angles and thus wasted a great
deal of space. They were

changed to the present 90degree angle to fit more cars in
such a confined area.
The original plan, drawn-up
in 1963-64, also included the
design of the campus which,
said Spinnato, hasn't affected
the limitation of parking lot
availability.
Spinnato did, however,
blame the many manholes on
the roads on the shape of the
layout. "Pipes come straight
and when the cord ends, you
need a new manhole, so it
seems like there's lots of manholes everywhere," he said.
As for just filling up existing
potholes, Spinnato said,
"That's not very practical because you can only buy one ton
or more of asphalt and quite
frankly we don't have that
many potholes." Thus, the
potholes on campus will not be
fixed in the near future.
No plans are in the works
to help the water drain off
temporary lots either. This is
because the water repercoJates through the soil no matter what measures are taken
against it.
"All of the culverts are
needed to drain off the water
when it rains," said Spinnato.
Spinnato, who has helped
build most of the existing
parking lots, summed up by
stating, "Not only is there not
enough paved parking, but the
ones we have now are also in
need of attention."

ART
FROM PAGE3

Tom Webster/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

This is an example of the work on display in the library. The
artist is an UCF assistant professor, Paul Martin Lester.

Readers looked at the
pictures casually and then
tossed the paper aside," said
Lester.
"I want to explore other
means of showing newspaper pictures," continued
Lester.
"Photographs printed
and mounted in a gallery is
a traditional method of
presentation."
"Large paintings based
on pictures further abstract
the images, making the subjects something more than
originally intended," Lester
commented.
He has shown his photographs and paintings at
galleries throughout the
United States.
This is his first showing
of large, black and white
paintings based on his own
photographs from his work
at the newspaper.
As mentioned, his current works can be seen on
the second floor of the Library.
Lester's overall goal is to
make these paintings into
slides to use for instruction
in a class on photography
in art.

AUCHO

URGER

•

We Specialize in
Gourmet Burgers

•

20% Discount With Student/Faculty ID

TAKE-OUTS

Expires 10-20-88

12281 University Blvd.
(Next to UC6)

•

AVAILABLE

281•8857

Do you like to take pictures?
Get them published in The Central Florido Future
Stop by or call 275-2865 or 275-2601

Find Work
Lightning Fast
•·Receptionist
• Clerk Typists
•Secretades
•Production
•Warehouse
Day, Evening and Weekend
Work Available

VOLT Tempora~y Services
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Winter Park
629-9299
2699 Lee Rd.

or1ando ,
859-7791
6000 Rio Grande
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CHINESE RESTAURANT

•

The best authentic Chinese
Restaurant on the east side of town!
BIGGEST PORTIONS - LOWEST PRICES!!

•

featuring:
Cantonese, Mandarin, Szechuan & Hunan

•

1111!$1,tlll ·· -

•
•

MEAL PLAN NOW AVAILABLE
Private Parties to Accomodate 35
reservations suggested

281-1864

11 786 East Colonial Drive
Alafaya Village • Orlando, Fl
M-F. 11 :00-10:00 • S & S: 11 :30-10:00 P.M.
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"I know.
I was that one in ten.
And mammography
helped save my life'.'

•

Debra Strauss

WOMEN

COMM.

FROM PAGE3

FROM PAGE 1

issue and get our voices heard," Roebuck told The Daily Lobo , UNM's
campus paper. "It's been going on long
enough ."
.
She said the new group would pressure May to hire more women and form
a task force to recruit them.
A similar press conference inspired
the University of Iowa, which formed
an "affirmative action task force" in
1984 to recruit women, to release an
internalreport purporting to show that
_ although there are "many more"
male tenured professors on campus
than female - gender no longer seems
to be a factor in tenure decisions.
For the past four years, Sarah
Hanley ofUI's College of Liberal Aerts
said, men and· women have had the
same number of tenure approvals and
denials.

1---------------~

Thanks to mammography, a
fast and simple x-ray technique,
breast cancer can now be
detected at its earliest stage . while it is still highly curable.
If you're over 35, the American
Cancer Society urges you to
please call your doctor for
an appointment.

•

DRINKIN'

managing the curriculum, said Welke.
The elevation of the department to a
school is "setting the stage for future
accreditation," said Welke. However,
there are many steps to gaining accreditation. "First we have to get control of the numbers in the classroom.
We feel the limited access program will
allow us to do this, but it will take time.
Also getting a computer lab is an important step," said Welke."We bought
six [computers] in the spring and we
should have approximately 10 more by
next summer·"
Another important step in the quest
for accreditation will be getting more
faculty.
Currently, UCF is ranked 13th in
the nation based on communication research published in mass communication journals.
"We have the quality faculty, just
not the quantity," said Welke.
"The school will be a more independent structure. The school is one more

AND

A

All young men have
one responsibility in
common. They have to
register with Selective
Service within 30 days of
their 18th birthday. It 's

JUST
DON'T

MIX

Yasof Ufe!

step up the ladder in terms of quality. n
Welke attributed the change to
many factors. First, he said the review
committee noted the quality of students who are out in the work force.
"By seeing the UCF graduates at
work in the job market, they saw that
our programs were successful." Also,
the department's internship program
has been recognized as an outstanding
program. Another factor, said Welke, is
the development of UCFs new film
program.
"Basically, being named a school
allows ns to have our own identity as a
unified communication unit. However,
we will still maintain the diversity of
the different majors. Most other
schools are not as open about which
area classes can be taken from. They're
more compartmentalized," said Welke.
Only 12 of the 45 other universities
in the U.S. withSchoolsofCommunication, Journalism or Mass Communication offer the range of courses available
at UCF, Welke said.
"It's also more prestigious; more of a
status symbol. This change will improve our visibility in the Central Florida area," added Welke.

A Man~ Gotta Do
What A Man's
Gotta Do

DRIVIN'

...
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•

quick. It 's easy. And it's
tbelaw.
A public service message of this pub-

lic:ition and Selective Service System

Join us
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BONKERZ -- Where you can see thefunnygu"ysfrom
··Carson, Letterman, TV and the Movies. .
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Presenting UCF's NewestWay of Learning:

Student Academic Resource Center

••

COMPUTER LAB
IS COMING •••

THE UCF
STUDENT
ACADEMIC
RESOURCE
CENTER

University of Central Florida

••

What is the S.A.R.C.? A Resource Center utilizing audio/visual,
computer, and print material and the personal guidance of a qualified staff for self-paced studies. The S.A.R.C. is structured to keep
flexibility and individualized needs in mind.

What will I find at the S.A.R.C.?

-.............
- :·............
......... ·:--.
~;!~~~~.z:7

IW'h

the S.A.R.C. is located in PC 1-102. Hours of operation are
Monday-Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

6 - 7 Macintosh Computers
2 Laser Printers
These will be available
for al I students with a
valid I. D. to use.

For further information call the S.A.R.C.
at 281-5130

(with a low fee for the use of the printer)
Sponsored by

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•FREE Individualized Multimedia Assistance
CLAST preparation
• ACT preparation
Reading skills
• Typing/Keyboard "'Skills
Writing skills
• Foreign Language exam preparation
~
Math tutors
• GMAT preparation
[~W
Study skills
• GRE preparation
f(~
Vocabulary development
• ESL material
p{j
Writing papers
• Statistics, Calculus, Geometry Software
Grammar
• Economics SQftware (micro/macro)
.~.J

I
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OFFICE OF UNDERGRADUATE STIJDIES

STUDENT

Paid for by Student Govemment...Students serving students

GOVERNMENT
Student Governmentis funded through the activities & Service Fees as
allocated by the Student Government of the University of central Florida.
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THURSDAY

6
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FRIDAY

SATURDAY

8

7

\"

MOVIE

The SAC ls
available
for groups
1 &3 P.M.

Coll X2633

9

and Players
of the week
Noon

DRAFTHOUSE
MOVIE

MOVIE
Pink Floyd's

FRANTIC

~
-

free buses
to game
Leaves6p~

Game VS
New Haven
7p.m.

7 &9p.m.

\

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

12

10 ·
UCF:Our
Home Team

FREE FOR
EVERYONE!

FREEi!!

MONDAY

CHILDREN
OF ALL AGES!

Drafthouse
MOVIE

7&9pm

SUNDAY

THE WALL

National
Collegiate
Alcohol
Awareness
Week

I

UCF

I.D.

SINGER
DENNIS
WARNER
11-1 OTG

THE RAFFEL IS COMING!!!

•
•

DRAF1HOUSE
MOVIE

night..%'

11 a.m.
and
8:30p.m.

78t9pm

•
9pm-1am

•

Free with

•

UCFI.D.

COMING EVENTS IN THE STUDENT CENTER
KING&QUEEN VOTING OCT.11-lt-1

JERRYSEINFELD!GYMBpm ·OCT.14

13

"About last

.,

HOMECOMING WEEK OCT.10-15

THURSDAY

SAC

TELECONFERENCE

Free with or 7p.m.only
without
MONDAY
UCF 1.0.
Cosponsored
MADNESS
byS!\DD
Progressive
musicand ~
dancing/
9p.m.
.FREE WITH

riiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..,.,) .

_:iiiiiiiiieniiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiie

FREE!I!
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'Jo~ & !Bottomi, ffnc. .

Ladies & Gents .Sportswear
Bring in this ad and receive ·
$10.00 off all jeans in stock
·

164 S Semoran Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32807

Royal qak Village
(407) 380-6069

f,.

Spi~ ~t!'!rd~ Shop
Specializing in Curry

University of Central Florida Men's Basketball 1988·89

Date

Opponent

Nov.25
Dec. 2
Dec. 3
Dec. 14
Dec. 17
Dec.22
Dec.28

at Florida State
at Toledo
at Dayton
at Iowa
at Alabama
Winthrop
Red Lobster Classic at Orlando Civic Center
Villanova vs. Auburn
Florida State vs. UCF
Red Lobster Classic
Consolation
Championship
William & Mary
Liberty
Coastal Carolina
at Bethune-Cookman
Southwest Louisiana
Texas Wesleyan
at Nicholls State
Baptist College
Davidson
Flagler
Rollins at Orlando Arena
Florida International
Akron
Northern Illinois
at Florida International
Bethune-Cookman
at Davidson
Merrill Lynch Classic at UCF
Mt. St. Mary's vs. Nicholls State
Warner Southern vs. UCF
Merrill Lynch Classic

Dec.29
1422 Pine Hills Rd.
Orlando, FL 32808
(407) 297-8255

Ask about our catering service
SoCa/Reggae Music
Available for Parties

Pizza Italia I

-

Jan.2
Jan.5
Jan. 7
Jan. 12
Jan. 14
Jan. 19
Jan.21
Jan.24
Jan.28
Feb. 1
Feb. 4
Feb. 7
Feb. 11
Feb. 13
Feb. 18
Feb. 22
Feb. 25
March 3

March 4

Time
7:30 p.m.
Bp.m.
Bp.m.
Bp.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7p.m.
9 p.m.
7p.m.
9 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
8p.m.
2p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Bp.m.
8:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
'l:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
6p.m.
8p.m.

697•5360
10065 University Boulevard

Suncrest Vlllage shopping Center

It only hurts when you

SET FOR SUCCESS
Jennifer Owen prepares to set the ball for one of her teammates in last weekend's action.

SALLY RBD 10M HANKS

PUNCH
LINE
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Must ·AIDS tests ·
hinder Student
health care?

•

_,

This summer, one of The CentralFloridaFuture's
staff editorials attacked the subject ofrandom testing
for the AIDS virus. among this nation's college and
university campuses.
The plan was to secretly test college students
around the nation during routine physicals and blood
donations. The reason was to simply find out the
number of students who carry HIV (Human Immunodeficiency Virus), the precursor of AIDS.
The national Center for Disease Control in Atlanta
was to randomly select 20 institutions to be tested
just for the sake of statistics.
Not only were students from these schools not to
know that they were being tested, but if the test
proved positive, the students were not to be informed
that they have the disease.
Since the editorial ran this summer, the program
has already been set in motion and the issue of the
students' right to privacy has rightfully begun to be
debated as well.
According to the latest edition of U. newspaper,
Th J American Civil Liberties Union of New Jersey is
ju.stly protesting the CDC's right to anonymously test
the students at Rutgers University.
One of the reasons the ACLU is protesting is that
when a college or university is picked for the survey,
if a student wants, or even needs, a blood test at the
school, yet doesn't want the results to become a
statistic in Atlanta, then the college health care
facility wil1 not give the student the test. It is a choice
ofhavingyour blood analyzed or not receivingthe test
altogether.
Most, if not all college health care facilities are
relatively free to the students.
If a student is denied a test because they want to
protect their privacy, they are therefore forced to pay
for the blood test elsewhere. Privacy has already been
violated _and now the right for college medical care is
also tested.
A question is raised: What do schools get out of the
testing if they are one of the 20 chosen?
Health
personnel at some of the institutions that are or have
been tested appear keen to the idea. The CDC may
offer some sort ofbenefits to the participating universities, but students still get the short end of the
needle.
Statistics are statistics. The only thing that can
help those with the virus is continued research, and
we can compile statistics until we are blue in the face,
but it doesn't help now. All it does is violate the rights
of the students.
Perhaps if the tests were more open, the response
would be more favorable. Possibly informing students that their blood may be sent for statistics and
seeking permission might help.
In this manner, students should also have the
right to know if they happen to test positive. If they
don't want their blood tested, don't test it, but provide
the desired health care the student originally came
there for.
Science can only be beneficial when it benefits the
individual.
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Except for the adjective "responsible," the thrust is on a DarWhat ifUCF has a Task Force winian philosophy of "Survival of
on Values and nobody cares? Be- the Fittest."That view was echoed
fore language buries that commit- in a WUCF-FM radio philosophitee under a swarm ofjabbermock- cal discussion this week (Sept. 29)
ery, substantive issues and con- about the possible application of
troversies should be aired that do the work of Ayn Rand to the Task
underlie the homilies and old · Force's endeavor.
saws being raised now (The CenTo my mind, her rugged inditral Florida Future , Sept. 27).
vidualism is anti-ethical on a pubSuch issues were debated in an lic campus supported primarily by
all-daysummitof administration, tax dollars.
So is overemphasis on "individfaculty and students at Rollins
ual excellence."
College this week, according to a
news report. Among the topics
More to my liking is UCF's prinsaid to be discussed equally rele- ciple, presented secondarily, of
vant to a UCF Task Force on being "primarily a community of
Values were "apathy, (substance) scholars, both national and interabuse... elitism, materialism,
national, in pursuit of knowledge
segregation, boredom and con- and active in teaching, studying
flict... (T)ough, long-range an- and doing research." I suggest that
swers to the problems centered on there is an inherent conflict bea need for students to be them- tween the described goals of indiselves and break down barriers vidual excellence and of pursuit of
that separate independents from knowledge by a community of
members of sororities and fraterscholars.
nities, freshmen from upperUnlike platitudes about "moral
classmen, blacks from whites, values" and "honesty," this kind of
athletes from scholars." (The
war of words could provide a meanOrlando Sentinel, Sept.29).
ingful agenda for the Task Force
But of greatest importance to on Values as a vehicle for discusme as someone who graduated sion and debate. Real differences
last month (August 1988) is
should be aired, rather than
whether the Task Force on Values drowned. Further, more than one
will prompt discussion between view -that ofindividualism, meriand among administration, fac- tocracy and excellence -should be
ulty, students and alumni about heard.
communal or social responsibilGabe Kaimowitz
ity, of each of us to one another, to
the college to Orlando and envicommunication
rons, of surrounding governments to this institution.
•HAVE SOME TASTE
That may sound just like psychobabble w~ich I find objectionRecently I saw a graffiti mesable. But I suggest that spirit of sage reading"F--KY--" sprayed on
cooperation is opposed to UCF's the University Apartments' wall
Institutional Philosophy in its on Alafaya Trail. This is plain view
annual catalog. That statement is of anyone driving by on this road.
said to be "based on two tenets:
As UCF finally gains well deAccent on the Individual and served prestige in the community,
Accent on Excellence. The Uni- we cannot afford to give such idiversity believes in the individual otic, disgusting behavioral disworth of each person and espe- plays to the public.
cially encourages the Responsible
Thus, I propose to whoever
Individual Who Strives for Excel- committed this r,> remedy the situlence in every activity."
ation immediately. In other words,
• NO JABBERMOCKERY

buy paint, a brush and get to
work!

Michael Hannan
electrical engineering
• QUAYLE, SDI AND YOU

This letter is in response to an
article in an earlier issue of The
Central Florida Future in which
Jim Hattaway wrote a critical
article on Sen. Dan Quayle's visit
to UCF.
In it he talked about the Strategic Defense Initiative program.
And from it, I got the impression
that he didn't really know exactly
what he was talking about, so I
have sent (to The Future) a local
article from my home on
Kwajalein Missile Range in the
Marshall Islands.
The article is by Tom Joyce of
the American Forces Information
Service and is by no means
propaganda.
Kwajalein Atoll is a military
installation which employs various government contractors.
Throughout the atoll, there are
numerous islands that are
equipped with various instruments which range from radar,
microwave communications and
telemetry to various splash detection devices.
The purpose of the entire atoll
is to test various features of the
SDI program.
I have always believed that
first-hand experience is far better
than word of mouth. I would be
interested in your remarks about
the article I sent.

•
•

•

•

•
•

Michael Popovich

•
Letters to the Editor must be
typed and include the author's
signature, major and phone
number.
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FREUDIAN SLIP
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AT MAISON BLANCHE, SPEC'S &
SENTINEL SERVICE CENTERS

(407) 839-3900 or (813) 871-2100

HOMECOMING
CONCERT
OCTOBER 15
Tickets On Sale

Now
Ticketmaster is here!!! It's located in the
Kiosk. The Kiosk will have information
and listings on scheduled performances and events and will also be able
to sell any Ticket Master programs and
seats.
Open during the same
hours as the Kiosk.

F~rst Come, First Served
Limited Number of Tickets Available

Jerry Seinfeld Concert
Opening Ban_d to be
announced later.
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Pl Beta Phi
Hey ATO's, we're psyched for homecoming I
Let's make It 4 in a row I Congrats to our new
Arrowmenl Pledges love their big sisters!

Alpha Tau Omega
Homecoming kickoff with Pi-Phi's, this
weekend's Happy Hour, 4-11? Bring jerseys
to trade with the Pi-Phi's . Let's take Homecoming '88. Post football party Sat., 11-?
AT01 vs. Pike1, Tues.
Delta Tau Detta
Everyone come out to the tailgate party on
Sat. Before the game. Come and cheer for the
Knights. Chapter meeting is Sunday at 7pm.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Brothers and pledges, don't forget to bring a
canned good to the party Sat. Thanks TriDelts for the goodies Sunday. Everyone is
pumped for homecoming.

Oatavue Spark Computer.
lap -top, 277-2925.
Gently used furniture. Showroom and model
home samples. Great prices. Term end, take
back deal. INTERIOR EXCHANGE, 2069
Aloma, Winter Park, 657-8332.

11•11111111
Wanted: New or used rugby players for UCF
Rugby Club. Practice Tues. and Thurs., 4pm,
intramural fields or call Mike, 275-2117.
Get involved with the Student Personnel
Association this Thur., 3:30pm, CEBA II ,
rm.188. Meeting will consist of planning for
future.

EastOrlando-Beautiful 2bdrm/2bath, 1/2 acre
lot, complete chain link fence and many
extras. Call for appointment, 568-1535 or 6447739.

Roland Juno, 106 Keyboard with double pier
stand. lndude several additional tapes that
will reprogram It's 144 sound bank. $25, 3659395.

RESEARCH PAPERS. 15,278 AVAILABLE!
Catalog $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho,
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. Toll-free
(800)351-0222, Ext. 33. VISA/MC or COO.

Companion to share drive/expenses on trip to

NJ During xmas & New Year holidays. NONSMOKER A MUST! 351-0042.

Do you need help with your housework?Then
"At Your Service" can help youl "At Your
Service" performs all normal deaning tunctions. Call 629-4141.

Student Personnel Association Is having a
meeting'on Thurs., Oct. 13 with a speaker on
howtogetagovt. job, BarbaraWlnnettefrom
the Govt. Office of Personnel Mgt.

Sigma Phi Epsilon
Meeting 7:30, Monday. Bladder Bust on Friday. Beer Is free until you pee, 4:00. Get
psyched tor Homecoming with DG and TKE,
COOLI Let's start it off with a party I

lllllllfl

1986 Honda Civic SI, sunroof, !JC, 5-speed,
fuel inj., tinted windows, and more. Must sell I
$6400. Call Scott, 677-7563.

...

Attractive, black female seeks tall, white male
(6'1" or taller) stocky build, PO Box 590342,
Ori., Fl 32859. ·
DaveI know things will get betterl Just

FAST TYPING SERVICE

Tau Kappa Epsilon
The Knights can smell the championship!
Celebrate our victories with Zeta Tau Alpha on
Saturday, the fun starts at four. Don't forget
about the party bus I
TKE II plays against PKA pledges today at
five. Get psyched for homecoming next week I
Ritual will be on Sunday at 10am.

Quick, professional service. Free revisions.
UCF's oldest typing firm. Same day and
weekend service. VISA & MASTERCARD.

Fox Hunt- 2bdrm12bth, appliances, heaVair,
washer/dryer, $510. 657-7598.

Over 18,300 satisfied students and

4

grouches.

Priv., furn. rm . w/all util. only $225/mo., $50
dep., ref. 112 acre-country, 1O min. E. of
Tuskawilla. 671-6355.

Delta Gamma
Hey DG's, we are psyched for homecoming
with TKE & Sig-Ep'sl We love all of our
AWESOME pledges. Let's suppo11 DG footballl Thanks Jeff, Scott and Jerry for coaching
usl We love DG & UCFI
Kappa Delta
Social Fri. night with Lambda-Chi, Pike, and
Alpha Delta Pi I Happy B-day KO ladies Keri J.,
Carrie H., Pam and Nagham the big 211 Hey
Pikes, we can't wait to win Homecoming! KO
loves PKAll

remember I'll always love you. October 15 &

National Marketing firm seeks ambitious junior, senior or graduate student to manage on
-campus promotions for top national companies this semester. Flexible hours with earnings potenbal to $2,500. Call Usanne or Judy
C. at 1-800-592-2121.
Babysiner needed: Occasional, but fairly
regularly, mosdy week nights, for infant 2 mo.
old and boy 3 yrs. old Experience and referenoes a m11st. Julie, 273-9723.

Huey

J.E. (aka Senator, light God, Big Bro, Hippie)
- Hang in there ... only 5 shows le~
Mouse

671-3007
Excellent word processing - 366--0538.

Commodore 64 Color Computer, disk drive,
color printer-$350 buys all with GEOS Software and mouse and a lot more software Call
Jay. 260-2390.

16 are coming!

LS. (aka Angel , Cheerleader, Shiny Leg) keep up the great work, sweets!

Reasonable and fast typing service. Call
The Light Gods

Nancy at 679-4006, rush jobs.
Resumes and c:t>ver letters.
Designed/ revised/ typed- 657-0079.

G.B .•
I hope that your B-day was dreatl

you need to blow off your work just once.
Pro typing $1/pg Debbie 695-6146.
Typing, Word Processing 275-6210.

You"ld feel a lot better I No one can be responsible all of the time I lrs time we got out on the
town, okay?
H.B.

•

•

•
•
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Making Waves: Certified expert shows

UCF football fans
.the basics of an art
.
.

stadium, where people are as
thick as Greeks around a keg.
The Wave begins by word of
mouth. Some authorities say
the cheerleaders should get it
going, but this takes away
some of the raw originality. A
The Wave, that final test of v-oup of about 20 people begin
fan participation,
rolled to pass the word up and down
through the Florida Citrus the stands.
Bowl-Orlando 20,000 strong
One person, known as the
Saturday night, and indeed it Wave-Gofer, should run up
was a splendid sight.
and down the rows, telling
It was a good Wave - with people to getreaay. It is imporfresh, untutored, emotion - tant to yell loud on the first gobut it was not a perfect Wave. round so others catch on.
And that is why we '1ave gathWhen the Wave is rolling
ered here. This is a "how-to" on and raging and coming your
the Wave, from a professional way - as lovely a sight as a
to amateurs.
beer, tall and golden, coming
And, yes, I am a profes- over the counter to an Irishsional, for I invented The man- turn your head to the
Wave. And thatisnotalie. Far right, stomp your feet, and be
from it. At a University of prepared.
Florida game in '81, after
2.) Proper standing techdrinking a case of 0 Id Milwau- nique: One should stand sudkee, I suddenly, on some sort denly, as ifone's girlfriend had
of reaction to alcohol, shot out just dropped her cigarette
of my seat and threw up my down one's shorts, which is
arms and screamed. It caught always a drag for one.
on.
Throw your arms up high
Although I have yet to re- and straight, fingers exceive a patent on the Wave - tended, beer in left hand. Arch
the government employs hard- your back and stick out your
headed people not in tune to belly. (Those with pot-bellies,
the artist's sensibility-I have please wear a shirt loose
made a few rules for beginning enough not to hitch up over the
Wavers. I offer this treatise in pot. This is a good deal unthe name of sunlight, reason, aesthetic.)
brotherhood and world peace.
3.) As your stand reaches its
1.) The Wave should begil) full height, yell like a drunken
on the press box side of the idiot. (For those of you who are

The making of a wave

•11
•

•
•

•

UCF

SOURCE: Central Florida Future research

drunken idiots at the game,
yell like a young Republican
whose car has been scratched.)
4.) Sitting: The sit is often
overlooked by Waveologists,
but it is as integral to good
Waving as the stand. Once the
stand is accomplished, the sit
begins immediately.
Be ~nrP. and sit in common
with those around you, and
quickly, as if one's girlfriend
was searching for her lost cigarette, which is always a thrill
for one. Then, turn your head
and watch the Wavers perform
to your left. (Left-handed
people, do these things backwards).
It would not be wise to give
more tips. It would overload

.r·················· ·········-,
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Grand Opening

I
I

I Two-foi-OD.e
I Frozen Yogurt!
I
I
I
I

=
1
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I
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I

•

I

I
I

I
I

=
I
I
I

NOW

I

ALAFAYA COMMONS
SHOPPING CENTER
(by F 'l or id a Choice)

=
I

:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Our cool and creamy soft
gourmet frozen yogurt tastes
just like ice cream ... but only
has half the calories! And
now, in celebration of our
Grand Opening... two small ·
cones for the price of one.
Choose from six to nine
flavors daily, such as
Chocolate-Cherry, Mo~a,
Almond-Amaretto, Pecan
Praline, Apple Pie, French
Vanilla, Lemon Custard and
more!
. Call us for special parties!

I

=
1
I
I
I
I
I

=
I
I
I

=
=

OPEN

I
I

= 380-5554

=

:=·-.,. Limit 2 with coupon. Expires 10-20-88
~

•

@88, I Can't Believe It's .Yogu~, Inc.

~-------------·······

Stand suddenly, throw your
arms up, extend your fingers,
arch your back and yell.

Turn your head to the right
and watch for the approaching wave.

, :
,

6

•111!1" .

Turn your head to the left and
watch as the wave sweeps
the crowd.
Scott/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

the circuits. Beginning Wav- I am involved.
The Wavers on the side
ers, like beginning golfers,
opposite the press box took the
should not think too much.
A brief critique of last prize, though. They perweek's Wave: I was particu- formed with an awareness of
larly impressed with the their art. Also, they yelled.like
Wave-Artists in the enclosed drunken idiots with a good
end-zone.
deal of passion.
There was a good deal of
I believe the frat boys sit on
space in between the Wavers, this side and, in Waving, it is
but they performed with dig- universally accepted that alconity and had a certain aes- hol, unlike in other sports,
thetic understanding and enhances the Wavers' peremotional import.
formance.
The Wavers in the other
The debate rages in the
end-2one seemed more inter- Wave community whether
ested in doing what, when I Waving is art or sport. Rewas in high school, was called member, I invented it, and it is
sucking face. This is not ac- both, if done right.
ceptable. No: I do not approve
I look forward to undulatof people suckingface- unless ing with ya'll next week!

•Football News
UCF Coach Gene McDowell
has named replacements for
two starting players injured in
Saturday's 35-33 victory over
North Alabama.
Sophomore running back
Mark Giacone and sophomore
nose tackle Mike Grissom
have been sidelined with knee
injuries and underwent surgery Tuesday, McDowell said.
Grissom will be lost for the
year, but Giacone's status is
not yet known.
Linebacker Steve Mackey

PREVIEW

has been moved to nose tackle
to replace Grissom. Sophomore Robert Lindsay will also
be working at that position
this week.
"Mackey is a second-team
linebacker who is too good not
to be playing," McDowell said.
"He's not as big as Grissom is,
but he is as dangerous."
Redshirt freshman Kevin
Gatlin and junior Angel Mesa
will play behind Gilbert Barnes, wh has rushed for 167
yards thus far while splitting
time with Giacone.

with 33 and 25, respectively.
The defensive unit has allowed
an average- of 19.8 points a
game.
"New Haven is a highly talHorton directs the UNH offense that averages 28.5 points ented team and are a playoff per game. Horton was the New contender," McDowell said.
England Player of the Year in "They have great receivers
1986 and 1987. He has com- and good strength on both
pleted 72 of 135 passes this sides of the line. And their
year for 869 yards and eight special teams are excellent."
UCFandUNH haveexperitouchdowns.
"He is a great player who enced injury problems. UCF
has good size at 6-foot-4," linebacker Mike Grissom and
McDowell said of Horton, who running back Mark Giacone
has also thrown eight inter- will miss Saturday's game due
ceptions this year. "He is a to injuries suffered in the
North Alabama game.
pure drop-back passer."
The Chargers lost their top
Horton's primary target is
flanker Bob Wietecha, who has two tailbacks, including Wil21 passes for 281 yards. The liams, an offensive tackle and
Chargers' leading rusher is a inside linebacker last week.
Weaver Williams with 194 Their status for Saturday is
questionable.
yards on 26 carries.
"We are not in tremendous
Defensively, linebackers
Keith Dudzinski and Darryl shape," Whipple said. "But
Mack lead the squad in tackles we'll still show up." .
FROM PAGE 12

Chargers seek ranking revenge
UNH prepares to disrupt UCF's perfection
by Chris Brady
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

UCF football fans cannot
complain about a lack of excitement. In fact, they may be
complaining of too much excitement at UCF's games.
Three weeks ago, UCF
erased a 12-point, second half
deficit to defeat Troy State, 2618. The Knights used a reverse
touchdown pass and a blocked
punt in ·the game to defeat
Trojans, who were No. 1 at the
time.
The Knights followed that
home victory with a 35-33 win
over North Alabama last
week. UCF pulled this one out
after losing a 15- point lead
and botching a potential gamewinning field goal with a minute left.
However, the Knights received a reprieve when linebacker Wyatt Bogan forced a
fumble and kicker Travis Allen connected on a 32-yard
field goal with two seconds left
for the victory.
"The [Florida] Citrus Bowl
is a good place to be on Saturday nights," coach Gene
McDowell said. "We have had

a lot of excitement there."
UCF returns to the friendly
confines Saturday to host New
Haven (Conn.) in a match up of
two Division II playoff contenders.
New Haven (3-1) lost t o
Central Connecticut State, 2114, on Saturday. The Chargers
were ranked No. 14, but
dropped out of the poll this
week. Neither coach was
pleased with their respective
team's performance last week.
"We did not play well Saturday and we have a lot of flaws
to iron out," McDowell said.
"We have yet to play a flawless
game by any means yet we are
still undefeated."
UNH coach Mark Whipple
said: "We had played well until
last week, which was a big
disappointment. We played
poorly in all phases of the
game."
UNH may have some added
incentive entering the game.
Last year, UCFand UNH were
tied for 11th in the poll headed
into the final week of the season. UNH Jost its game while
UCF won, putting UCF in the
playoffs.
The Char_gers were left out
of the playoffs despite an 8-2

record while UCF was 8-3.
"I am sure they will be
juiced up to prove how good
they are," McDowell said. "But
we have to expect that from
everyone we play."
Whipple, in h is first year at
UNH, did not play up the
motivational factor.
"We have forgotten last
year," Whipple said. "The distance between the schools prevents any type of rivalry. Neither team knows a whole lot
about each other."
The crowd could be a fact.or
again. UNH's home field has a
3,500 seat capacity. UCF has
had 32,000 and 22,000 people
at its last two home games.
Whipple hoped it would increase his team's intensity.
"We can't afford to bring a
band or sound system to play
noise during practice like some
larger schools do," he said.
"But if we play like we did last
week we won't have to worry
about the noise because the
people will leave at halftime."
Whipple said he hopes the
Chargers can stay close and
does not think UNH can blow
out the Knights.
UUCF has impressive speed
and is wel1-coached1" Whipple

said. "But we have to worry
about ourselves and not UCF.
We are going to have to play
our best game to even be in the

ball game at the end."
Senior quarterback Mike
SEE PREVIEW PAGE 11

Soccer message: The Tar Heels are· coming
experience and she's a sophomore."
have to be convinced theY,re good. this year.
Akers leads her team with four
"I keep hearing this is the year they
When they are, watch out."
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
The Lady Knights face their tough- can get beat, that this year they're goals. The Lady Knights are 4-1-1 this
est task of the year on Sunday as the more vulnerable," Barker said. "I'm not year.
The Lady Tar Heels boast a trio of
listening to any of that nonsense. I'll
1
The UCF men s and women's soccer Lady Tar Heels bring in an 8-0-1 recoffensive firepower in Shannon Higbelieve
it
when
I
see
it."
ord.
teams face probably their toughest
The biggest prob1em the Lady gins (6 goals, 8 assists), Wendy
When UNC defeated William and
games ofthe season this weekend when
Knights
will have to deal with is expe- Gebauer (6, 4), and Julie Guamotta
Mary
Co
liege
last
week,
they
set
an
the University ofN orth Carolina comes
UNC
has a few more seasoned (4,2). This year, UNC has surrendered
rience.
NCAA record of 58 consecutive games
rolling into Orlando.
and
Barker
feels his team is only five goals in nine matches.
players
Since
the
beginning
of
without
a
loss.
The men will face the Tar Heels at 4
The women's matchup will be at
quite
young.
the
1986
season,
UNC
is
55-0-3.
One
of
p.m. Saturday in the first game of the
noon Sunday. The men will face South
"We
have
a
lot
of
players
behind
at
the
hands
(or
feet)
of
those
ties
came
UCF Invitational Tournament.
[Michelle] Akers with much inexperi- Alabama in the second game of the
The women play the Lady Tar Heels the Lady Knights.
ence,"
Barker said. "On the entire de- UCF Invitational at 4 p.m. Sunday
Barker
says
he
is
discounting
noat noon on Sunday.
there's
only one player with any afternoon.
fense
that
UNC
should
finally
get
beat
tions
The UNC men's squad brings in a 46-1 record to face a Knight squad sporting a 5-2-1 record.
The Tar Heels have won only one of
their last five games, including a 4-2
upset loss to Catawba Col1eg~. Despite
UNC's struggling record, UCF coach
Bill Barker feels the matchup is significant for his team.
"It's significant for us," .Barker said.
"Anytime you get a chance to play a
team from the ACC [Atlantic Coast
Conference] it's a big game. The ACC is
the dominant force in the south region
in soccer."
The Knights will try to hold off the
Tar Heel tandem of Derek Missimo
and Donald Cogsville, who each have
six goals for the year. Cogsville is coming off an injury and will make his first
appearance in three games for UNC.
The Knights tum to Ian Gill (3 goals,
2 assists through six games) for offensive punch. Barker feels that Tom
Wurdack keeps the defense in gear,
although Wurdack has managed to
score two goals.
Despite his team's two losses,
Barker feels his team can beat anybody, the players just need more confidence.
Fiie Photo/CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
"On paper, we can go against anybody," Barker said. "Whether th e play- The men's and women's soccer teams play host to t~eUCF Invitational Tournament this weekend. The men play perennial
ers are confident is another story. They power North Carolina at 4 p.m.Saturday while the women play the Lady Tar Heels at noon Sunday.

by carlton Reese
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Are you cut out to wear
Alternative Clothing?
By Suzannah Terry

TIE DYE T-SHIRT
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BLACK LEATHER
JACKET

SCULPTED SKIRT

•

ULTRA WIDE SLACKS

In a place where just a few years
ago black was a color you only wore to
funerals and the most alternative
thing happening was Corona Beer
and yellow socks. alternative clothing thrives. Or at least it's beginning
to.
"Alternative" is a word created to
replace "progressive." which replaced "new wave," which replaced
whatever the former obscure label
was. It's the kind of word that gets
coined to describe something that
really doesn't fit into any particular
genre. As a result, the art, music,
fashion. et cetera that gets crowded
under the term ..alternative" is as
varted as punk and cowboy.
Alternative fashion is often
thought of as the type of clothing
usually worn by those who keep on
top of the newest trends from London, New York or even Athens. Ga.
For an inStant illustration just check
out M1Vs Downtown Julie Brown or
an episode of M1Vs 120 Minutes.
The birthplace of alternative fashion in Orlando (apart from the "lothing people bring back from vacations
abroad) can be traced to thrift stores.
second hand shops and flea markets.
Thrtfling - shopping in second
hand stores - has become a rite of
passage for those looking to make a
fashion statement beyond blue
denim miniskirts and red pumps (or
for guys, khaki shorts from
BananaRepu blic and a Polo shirt).
Vintage clothing stores such as
the Pink Flamingo, at 726 Vassar St.
and Deja Vu at 1217 1/2 N. Orange
Ave., are another alternative fashion
staple in Orlando.
Black, beaded sweaters from the
'50s. silk ties and even antique undergarments have made their way
from these stores onto the dance
floors of Orlando's alternative music
clubs.
With the increasing interest in
alternative music and fashion, several clothing stores have opened that
specialize in alternative clothing.
Some of the shops provide only
ready-made clothing, and others also
provide clothing made to order.
One local fashion creator, Heidi
Kure, a native of Liverpool, England,
has designs on changing the way
Orlandoans dress.
Owner and proprietor of the Heidi
Kure Boutique at 1222 E. Colonial
Dr., she creates unique clothing with

SEE CLOTfilNG PAGE 5
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Works are 'suggestivist'
by Roger Elder

The UCF Art Gallery is currently
showing a display of paintings by Hiram
Williams.
Williams: work can also be seen in 35
other museums around the world, including the Guggenhe!m.
He is an art professor at the University of Florida, is on the Florida State
Museum Board of Directors and has
written a book called Notes to a Young

but of what?

The next painting is called "Scunying Man." This was one of his earlier
paintings.
The idea behind this was to show
both sides of a man at the same time.
Williams wanted to try to do this without being a cubist, which was popular at
the time. Thus he worked his existentialist views into his art. Basically it is
a top view of a man in a black suit who

Painter.

So for those who like abstract art,
this is a show not to be missed.
For those who would like to lmow exactly what movement the art is from,
Williams is .. the creator and only member of the suggestivist movement ...
His display includes seven paintings
done in oil. acrylic and graphite.
For those of you who don't have a
chance to get up to the gallery, here is a
brief oveIView of each of the paintings.
The first one is entitled "Chorus Line
With Pink Belly... This is one of the later
paintings in ~ .. Chorus Line"series.
It is an oil painting on canvas. It
looks like two pairs of legs attached to
empty space. This space has a few random shadings and ls representative of a
crowd.
The second painting is called "Red
Seated Chorus Line ... It is an even more
recent part of the "Chorus Line"series.
Instead of two pairs of legs, this one
has two and a half legs. There are also
suggestions of other female body parts,
but if you want to know what these are.
go look for yourself.
The third work in the gallery ls called
"Restless Chorus Line." It is another of
the newer paintings in the series. It is
painted in acrylic and graphite on canvas.
The use of graphite is an extension of
Williams' suggestivist ideas. He u5es
the graphite to "suggest" the presence of
paint.

~

Art
is running.
The fifth painting is titled "Striding
Man." It was done in 1958, right after
the ..Scurrying Man," and is part of the
same series.
They also look about the same with
the exceptions of the background color
and the hat on the "Scunying Man ...
The sixth painting is called "'Three
Nudes." This is a painting of three
(mutant-looking) women from four different distances.
To Williams, the lack of beauty is no
problem. He thinks "repulsive art is
good. It cuts down on sales, but it is still
good."
The final painting in the display is
called "Chorus Line Number One." It is,
coincidentally enough, his first "Chorus
Line" painting.
Thisworkis symbolic of"thewaymen
perceive women." It ls a work that really
has to be seen to be understood.
It vaguely resembles what you would
get if you pressed Silly Putty against
various pictures in any pornographic
magazine and then stretched it out of
shape.
Of course, this was Just a brief description of each oft.he paintings in the

gallery.
To really understand what they are
like, they have to be seen. Go check
them out. It will be worth your time.
What? After all that, you say you've
never even heard of the UCF Art Gallery? That's pretty surprising considering all of the effort put into brtngingit to
everyone's attention.
There are two small signs located
around campus advertising its existence. One is under the traffic light at
the intersection of University and
Gemini boulevards and has an arrow
that points off to the unknown.
The other is located on the ground
floor of the Humanities and Fine Arts
Building. The second sign is the only
one that actually reveals where the
gallery ls, Jn a location just slightly less
known than the Batcave or Atlantis.
Once you've made your way to the
third floor of the Humanities and Fine
Arts building, the next challenge is to
get into the gallery. Its stated hours of
operationarefrom9 a.m. to5p.m. The
actual hours vary depending on the day
and the mood of the keyholder.
After expending the effort of finding
the gallery and getting in, one may
finally experience a good show of art.
However, the display is a little small.
The gallery ts about the size of a
small classroom or a large broom
closet. The only other problem with the
art gallery is the frequency with which
the exhibits are changed.
Actually, the real problem here is
lack of frequency. Exhibits last approximately one month. This means
that the only frequent visitors to the art
gallery will be the artists' mothers. This
is probably the cause of the problem
with getting in. However, even with
these problems. it is still worth the time
it takes to stop by HFA 305 once each
month to become cultured and enjoy
some good art.

'Gorillas' - a ferociously mediocre film
by Richard E. Karman

Gorillas in the Mist The
Adventures ofDinnFossey, is
not one of those films you see

more than once, but it's stiLl
enjoyable.
The film is based 6n the
work by Dian Fossey, (Sigourney Weaver), a woman
dedicated to protecting the
African Mounted Gorillas
and the articles written by
Harold T. P. Hayes.
So dedicated is Fossey
that she leaves her fiance in
the states. and hops a plane
to Africa.
·
Her job is to take a census
of the number of gorillas. It
doesn't take her long to run
into trouble. This part of
Africa is experiencing a civil
war, and although she has a
work permit, army troops
destroy her work, her campsite and make her abandon
her studies on the gorillas by
force as they remove her off
the Congo mountain.
Without giving up, Fossey
and her guides travel up the
Rwandans Hill, where no
civil war taking place, to
continue with her work.
Fossey learns the gorillas are
on their way toward
extinction because poachers
(African natives) kill them for
profit. Their heads are used
for wall-hangings and their ·
hands for ashtrays.,
Fossey takes her work a
step further than anyone has
ever done, being able to
successfully communicate,

both physically and mentally, with the gorillas.
She writes of her success

..

Movie
to a fell ow doctor back in the
United States, and soon is
assigned National Geo-

graphic photographer Bob
Campbell (Bryan Brown) to

take along on her expeditions.
A powerful scene occurs
the very first time Fossey
takes Campbell along to film
her while interacting with the
gorillas. The biggest gorilla,
the leader of his tribe, actually reaches out in a friendly
manner towards Fossey. He
puts his hand gently in hers,
showing he has accepted
Fossey as a friend.

Two-thirds of the way into
Gorillas, the films shifts away
from Fossey communicating
with her beloved gorillas to
her never-ending struggle
with the poachers. When
Fossey sees her slain gorillas, she fights back Her
tactics include scaring a boy
into tears to tell her who was
responsible for the murders,
and mentally torturing the
guilty party.

SEE GORILLA PAGE 7

Calendar
• Shakespeare Festival
The Orlando Shakespeare
Festival Volunteer Guild is
seeking members who are
interested in working on
the Orlando Shakespeare
Festival. The guild has
several committees including education, facilities, hospitality and promotion. If you are interested please call 425BARD or 629-1870.
• Authors In The Park
The fourth annual Authors In The Park will take
place on Oct. 8 from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the Maitland Art Center. Several
authors including UCF
professor Stephen Becker

,

(A Rendezvous In Haiti ) •

Philip Deaver (Silent Retreats) and Fred Mustard
Stewart (The Mephisto
Waltz) will speak and
autograph copies of their
books.

~

~

• Jazz Festival
The Florida National Jazz
Festival will take place at
the Jacksonville Metropolitan Park on Oct. 13
through 15. Musicians
will include the Dirty
Dozen Brass Band, Louie
Bellson. Joe Williams, St.
John's River City Band,
Ross Tompkins. and Paul
Shaffer and The World's
Most Dangerous Band.
• Saturday Nij!ht Live
NBC's "Saturday Night
Live" will stage its 14th
season premiere Oct. 8 at
11 :30 p.m. with actor Tom
Hanks as host and Keith
Richards as musical
guest.

•

• Enzlan Theater
Cane Toads; An Unnatural
History a hilarious documentary about Australian •
cane toads directed by
Mark Lewis, with Jane
Campion Shorts
and ·
Shame, directed by Aus•
tralian Steve J odrell will
play at the Enzian Theater, 1300 S. Orlando ~
Avenue, Maitland, from
Oct. 7 to 13. For times call
the Enzian at 644-4662.

•

• Louie Anderson

Comedian Louie Anderson
will appear at the Bob Carr
Auditorium in Orlando at
8 p.m.,Friday, Oct. 21.
Tickets cost $17.50.
For more information
call 849-2577.

"

•
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Student Wins car in contest
by Matt Kiefer

Imagine that you are sit-

I

Register to vote in the upcoming elections.

•

•
•
•
•
•

ting around W'aiting to go to

class on a rainy afternoon.
Right before you W'alk out the
door, the phone rings.
The caller says you are the
grand prize 'Winner of a new
car. This is not fiction.
ThiS is W'hat happened to
UCFstudentJimBecker, 22,

a senior advertising/public
relations major.
On Sept. 1, he received a
call from Joe Andrules, director of promotions for
Spec's Music, telling him
that he was the grand prize
winner 1n the company's
40th Anniversary SW'eepstakes.
Becker had won .a 1988
silver Acura "Integra" RS

W'ith a 1. 6 liter, 118 horsepower engine and 16 valve
dual overhead cam. His initial reaction W'as excitement
and disbelief. "Please, somebody pinch me and tell me
I'm not dreaming," Becker
said, as he paceq the hallway
before making a few phone
calls to check the validity of

SEE CAR PAGE 4

Open 11 AM everyday
Sandwiches, Homemade Chili & Pizza
Live Acoustic Music on Weekends
Finest Imported & Domestic Beer + Wine
Dtscount on Pitchers with Student I.D.

2 Miles west of Alafaya on left in Tower Place.
On H1 hwa 50

•

MOTEL

OVIEDO LODGE
Ethel & Bob Fayette
Managers

Downtown, close to everything
Special rates for guests at
weddings and other events
148 N. Central, Oviedo, Florida
365-5276

RANDOM ACCESS™
PERSONAL COMPUTERS

Matt ICeifer/CENTAAL FlORl)A Fllrl.JRE

UCF Student Jim Becker was the winner of this 1988 Acura lntegra RS, the
grand prize in Spec's Music's 40th Anniversary Sweepstakes.

100% IBM Compatible

PCXT@Turbo

Your
wrn£IBIB®®~
•
•
1s
coming
•••

1 year limited

warranty
In Lake Mary Call 323 • 4838

Outside Central Florida Call
1•800•262•2929

-----------------Student Special

10°/o Discount on all Complete Systems
and Parts
Expires 12/31/88

CATCH SOME
RAYS THEN CATCH
SOME Z'S

FIBBER MAGEES •
KOUNTRY SHOPPE
a

CHRISTMAS KOTTAGE
Personalized Gifts • Sorority Shoppe • Cards • Gift Baskets

Sorority Insignia Gifts Personalized Free
11247 E. Colonial Dr. • 1 Mile W. of Alafaya on Colonial ,

277-7480

11776 E. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32817
Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(Corner of

Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)

282-2101
UCF TEAM DENTIST
directly on the-ocean!

Welcoming you back with

1 ·800·624·3673
.935 S. Atlantic Ave • Daytona Beach
Offer Expires 11/13/89

Our UCF Good Knight Offer!· $25 Check-up Includes:
• Initial Exam • 2 Bitewing X-Rays • Cleaning & Polishing
Offer good with Valid UCF l.D. Only Expires 12/31/88
good on initial visit only

SERVICES INCLUDE:
• COSMETIC DENTISTRY
• BLEACHING TO WHITEN
DISCOLORED TEETH
• WISDOM TEETH EXTRACTIONS
• ROOT CANAL TREATMENT
CROWNS+ BRIDGES
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Voting: Many died

cid~~~~~~s~~~~~~s }:~~ ~~~ ~eoi:~

by Thomas McGauley

Thousands of people have died in recent
years in the savage streets of South Africa so
that each person could be represented in
government with a vote.
In the Soviet Union, Poland, Cuba, Iran,
El Salvador, the masses are ruled and silenced by those twin-evils, Marxism and
autocracy, and their concerns are run by the
fat dictators and self-imposed monarchs of
the world.
·
InAmerica, all one has to do in order to be
heard is to go to the polls in November and
VOTE!

Do not think this is political rhetoric and
gibberish. It is not. This correspondent does
not deal in such cargo. To vote is a precarious right, based in the blood of the men and
women who died in the mud-holes and
oceans and skies of the world.
In November, you can be heard -heard on
whether you want this country to stay to the
Right or drift to the Left, heard on whether
you want this country to build arms or
housing, heard on whether you think a
woman should have the right to abort her
baby.

==~
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Then he made arrangements to get the car and gtve
his 1982 Chevy pickup back
to his parents.
The following Monday,
Jim drove with them to Miami for a photo session on
Tuesday at a local Spec's
Music store. He then went to
the Acura dealer to finalize
the process.
It was then that the dealer
mistakenly gave him the
keys to an Acura "Legend"
which retails for over
$25,000.However, the dealer
was quick to catch his mistake and give Becker the
Iight keys.
Becker estimates that he paid $900 in
taxes and other expenses on
the car. Also, he will have to
pay income tax on the car's
retail value.
Having a new car, I
thought it would be a good
idea to get Becker's opinion
on the parking situation at
UCF. He said, "I'm going to
be very careful with my new
car and I'm not going to park
it on campus... but I don't
complain about the parking
problem because everybody
else does, and nothing is
be;111g done about it."

so your voice can be heard
•
would have you believe this campaign is
about "family issues." Do not believe them.
Do not become disillusioned. It is about the
right to affordable education, the right to
peace, to jobs, the right to live with dignity
and to worship at whatever altar you ..
choose. Humanity, in its tumultuous,
bloody and unfinished climb to universal
freedom, has fought madmen, evil men,
tyrants and, that most insidious of governments, monarchy.
·
Since Homer sat on his rock in Greece,
men have sought freedom. In America this •
search has borne fruit. In America, you can
say what you want to say and go where you
want to go. The only way to ensure the
survival of this legacy is to vote!
This is not youthful idealism. Far from it.
To vote, you must first register. The
deadline to register to vote in the presidential election is Saturday, Oct. 8.
One month ago in Oviedo, an election for
city councilman was decided by one vote.
So each vote does count. It is not a perfect•
system. Such is democracy. But consider
the alternative!

~~~~=D~O~N='T~B=O=~=·T~D=R=U=N~K~~~l-
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How to make a·hit.
•
The American Express• Card is a hit virtually
anywhere you hop, from Los Angeles to
London. Whether you're buying books, baseball
tickets or brunch. o during college and after,
it's the perfect way to pay for just about
everything you'll want.

How to get
the Card now.
College is the first
sign of succes.s. And
bec.ause we believe in your
potential we've made it easier for
students of this school to get the
American Express Card right
now - even without a job or a
credit history. o whether you re an
undercl~an senior or
grad student, look into
our automatic approval
offers. For details pick up an
application on campus. Or call
1-800-THE-CARD and ask for a
student application.

•
•

•

•

The American Express Card.
Don t Leave School Without It~

•

First Donate
Your Organs!

"
0 198K Amerltln Expre Travel Related Se rvices Company, Inc

·"
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armpit vents and short suits in wild patterns are
In fact it was the recession in Britain that
caused Kure to set up shop in the states. Since she
examples of her creations.
a sense of humor and style.
Lately her clothing has taken a turn for the big, had spent 10 years of her childhood in the U.S.,
Blouses with deep, tubular pockets. stylish and tiny buttons, and patches of plastic and fabric and some of that time in Florida, it was familiar
black slacks with wide legs, sheer black skirts with strips decorated jackets and shirts. There is al- turf.
shorts that are visible underneath, jack ets with ways something new and original in her boutique.
Since her arrival two years ago, Kure has
"My ideas [or the clothingl come from here," worked for T.J. Edwards, and then sold some of
Kure said, tapping a finger to her forehead. Her her clothing to the Spotted Zebra, an alternative
influences come from everywhere: from Jean-Paul clothing store. When she discovered that people
"I think people use the hot
Gautier, enfant terrible of the fashion world, to were interested in her clothing she decided to set
weather as an excuse to dress like "some girl I saw walking down the street.7\ ft e r up her own boutique.
Since opening her own boutique this spring,
slobs in shorts and T-shirts. It's just as studying at the Faculty of Art and Design at
Kure
has had a lot of business. "I've had so many
Liverpool
Polytechnic
for
several
years,
Kure
easy to look nice."
opened up her own boutique in Liverpool called orders," she said. Kure also sells original jewelry
-Heidi Kure Recessions.
by artist Trish Ramsey and by Debbi Peck and
Heidi Kure Boutique
"I used to tell people that the store was called Jennifer Rosko of Blue Onion Unlimited.
Recessions - like what we're in," Kure said.
Althouf!h she has seen an improvement in the_
way peopre dress in Orlando, she feels there's still
room for improvement.
"I think people use the hot weather as an excuse
to dress like slobs in shorts and T-shirts," Kure
said. "It's just as easy to look nice."
Although she hasn't revealed her plans for the
future, Kure hints at something big, including a
bang-up fashion show.
For her ultimate plans Kure said, "I'd like to
wake up Orlando even more."
Another alternative fashion institution in
Orlando is the Spotted Zebra, owned by Gerald
Gillis. Located on South Mills Avenue, the store
has a variety of alternative clothing from black
leather studded punk to '60s psychedelic.
A colorful silk-screened rag dress is displayed in
the front of the store. Missile bust spiral bustiers
hang from racks on the wall next to a '50s-style
black bathing suit with dominoes sewn on. Plastic
skirts and sculptured dresses hang near the door.
Silk screened T-shirts called "Nappy Threads,"
created by local artist Tyler Stans, hang next to
Gillis' own silk screened shirts.
The Spotted Zebra also has accessories for the
alternative wardrobe. Outrageous black hats lie
next to a display of interesting and downright
bizarre jewelry: Beatles bracelets, hologram jewelry and tarot card bolo ties.
With the urbanizing of Orlando we11 continue to
see
more alternative music, clothing and lifestyles.
Kris Fellclono/CENTRAL FlOODA RJTURE
Who knows? Perhaps in a few years the terms
The Spotted Zebra, owned by Gerald Gillis, offers a variety of alternative clothing
Orlando and fashion won't be considered mutually
styles.
exclusive.

COST CUTTERS®
Suncrest Village
10071 University Blvd.
(University & Dean)

679-6766
WE HONOR ALL COMPETITOR'S COUPONS!
REGULAR PRICES _ _ _ _ __
Cut (guaranteed with clean hair only)
$6.95
Waeb (shampoo & conditioner with cut)
$2.50
Style Finiebing(blow dry, curling iron,
hot brush with cut)
$2.50
Wash & Style
$7.50
3 00
wash. cut & style)
• ·
short hair
$24.95
1
......__;::......
: :_:_rha_ir_ _ _

::::<~~es

With Student, Staff or Faculty I.D.
__,.-_...;._:~:_::;__. •Not valid with any other offer
•

FIGHT CELLULITE
EFFECTIVELY
WITH

1nfroS/im
introd~ces

~

·Z

~

TAKE A 20 MINUTE STUDY BREAK
Tan The WOLFF SYSTEM Way!
Where The Sun Always Shines!

·-----------·
: Buy 5 Visits I

·Ill

I Get 5 Free! I
I $29.95 I

~

.TAN-FASTIQUE
Deep Heat therapy for the treat- ~
ment of cellulite and body con- : (
touring. Call today for your free ~
1

$i9:9Sn.

FIRST TREATMENT

Call for appointment

i

I
I
•I

~

Sign up a friend and get 2 I
visits FREE!
I
Coupon expires 9/30/88

-----------

TAN-FASTIQUE TANNING SALON

[•10"]1

VI.ff

••

IE TOWER PLACE • M-F: 8:30-9 P.M. • SAT: 9-7 P.M. •SUN: CLOSED

Call about our exercise classes

10376 E. Colonial Dr. • 282-6042
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· Audience goes to.a new world
----QUESTION #4
WHO PLAYED THE PART OF "ACE FACE"
IN THE MOVIE QUADROPHENIA?

by Kris Feliciano
Eve:ry other Wednesday
night since about August a
group of people inhabit the
Cafe Noir and become an
audience to the various poetry
readings
and
performances extraordinatre
given there.
UCF student artist Eugene Marsh h as been organizing these events. He
stresses that there is more
available to the fun seeker
than "just Disney or Bob
Snow [Church Street St ation] or Altamonte Springs."
The poets and musicians
who appear in these Cafe
Noir happenings generally
are without an outlet for their
work. Marsh hopes that
events like these will serve
.. as a body for these exchanges."
Inspired by cafes he frequented while living in New
York and Berlin, Marsh has
been trying for about three or
four years to find such an
informal environment where
"people could come together
for music, art,- poet:ry and
discussion."
Then he found the Cafe
Noir.
He had little trouble convincing the owner to allow
Mm t o u se the Cafe as a performance space, as business
was slow.
So on
after,
Marsh
launched his first effort,
"Machinehead Express. "an
assembly of varied singers

If you can't stay up late enough to listen to "Metal Madness"
on WUCF (Sundays at Midnight), tape it! Peaches sells a
wide variety of blank tapes, so you get the quality you want.

Colonial Dr.
Altamonte Springs
S. Orange Blossom Tr.

.

A Musical Comedy by Laurence Schwab, B.G. DeSylva
and Ray Henderson

..

At the University Theatre ·

Kris fellclono/CENTRAL FLORIDA FurURE

Mike Flanagan performs at the Cafe Noir in
downtown Orlando.
and musicians. The event
lacked a sense of order and
the musicians seemed unrehearsed. It seemed doubtful
that the gatherings would
survive.
But such skepticism was
quickly dispelled by "Limits
of the Moment: Potestts Verbi
(Power of the Word)." a poetry

reading held Sept. 21 at the
Cafe.
It was a typically hot night
in urban Orlando. The air
condlUoner in the building
refused to function and the
oscillating fans only made
the heat more oppressive as

October 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10* at S:QOpm
October 9 (Sunday) at 2:00pm
Admission: $8.00
UCF Theatre's Contribution to the 25th Anniversary Celebration.

GOOD NEWS! is a bright and sassy musical
comedy spoofing the foibles and fortunes of
college life in the roaring twenties.
•SPECIAL HOMECOMING WEEK PERFORMANCE
MONDAY, OCI'OBER 10
Discount adnission for UCF Studenrs and Alumni
$5.00 per person

Call 275-2862, 10-3 weekday s,
for reservations and information

SEE CAFE PAGE 8

THE STUDENT HEALTH CENTER PRESENTS

on
Is AIDS Just Around
The Corner?
Dr. John Langdon, Director Student Health Center
&
Dr. Allen Grieco, Certified Sex Counselor from Masters & Johnson

will answer this and other questions

•

•

Be there· with your questions and your friends .. ~ Learn the facts:
Caring--Communication--Condoms .

.

National Aids Awareness Month: October· 1-31

•

•
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whales" or, in this case, "save the gorillas"
movie. He just doesn't wash in this cause. It
isn't a question ofbad acting, just bad casting.
Inevitably, ethics come into play as Fossey
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 role. having played the Joan Rambo of the complains to an African government official,
movies in her career. She's capable of arguing that something should be done to
playing the character of a tough. gritty, fear- stop the gorilla murders.
less heroine.
What she finds out is that when the gorillas
There are a few gripping and touching are sold to the zoo, or murdered, they provide
scenes, but they're too far and few between. money, food and clothing for the poor people
The director, Michael Apted, seems to rely of Africa.
Fossey then demands that the poachers
too heavily on'the beauty of Africa's nature
"_T1te
to
cany
the
film.
Countless
scenes·
begin
be
stopped,
and if necessary truces be raised to
'Kihq
with broad, lengthy, long shots to try to keep help the poor.
The government official .quickly retorts,
the film from falling apart.
This obvious technique shows us that the "You've only been here a few weeks, and that
film cannot carry itself byway of story line or gives you the right to make government pol- _
Gears•
icy?" This forceful line stops Fossey in her
character development.
Films can show scenery without it domi- tracks for the moment. It's unfortunate that
nating screen time, such as the Star Wars this dramatic exchange of words doesn't
films showed the beautifully sculptured continue throughout the film.
Overall. Weaver puts up another decent
exterior of the spaceships, Without dwelling
on them too much as to take away from the acting performance. She's very convincing
and believable 1n portraying Fossey. However,
rest of the film.
Bryan Brown (FIX, Cocktailj was totally the film itselfdrags and sputterS in a few spots
mis-cast in this movie. I could believe him which left me checking my watch to see when
·
as a photographer, but not in a "save the the credits would role.

c ye es

°" .

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 10:00am-5:30pm

ti

LOCATED IN THE
UNIVERSITY SHOPPES
(Across from UCF)

~

THE POWER TO OVERCOME

' 281•6488

U@

Creole Cooking • Seafoods • Stea~
Poultry • Pasta • Gumbos • Po-Boys
Happy Hour Every Day!
11:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m. = 2 FOR 1

Lunch & Dinner Specials Daily

r----------------,
-=-.==:.

I
I<_
E=:
I Order of Cajun Onion Rings
or
I
Cajun Buffalo Wings
I
v.;ith any food or bar purchase
Expires 9-30-88
L

I
I
I
I

----------------~

Located in Alafaya Village Shopping Center
(comer of E. Hwy. 50 & Alafaya Tr.)
Mon. - Thurs.: 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.
Fri. & Sat.: 11 :00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.

$1.00 Admission Mon-Thurs With UCF Gold Card
10145 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 3 .2 817

658-4209
Don't forget your l.D. & UCF Gold Card!

(Corner of Dean Rd. + University)

679-5800
25¢ BEERS EVERYDAY

..

S

- 7

MONDAY
COMEDY NIGHT• 2 5 ¢ DRAFTS 9-11
TUESDAY NIGHT
18 & OVER NIGHT• 5 0 ¢ DRAFTS
$1.00 LONGNECKS ALL NIGHT
WEDNESDAY
$5.00 AT THE DOOR • FREE DRAFTS ALL NIGHT

International Inc.

THURSDAY
LADIES' NIGHT• $ 1 . 2 5 WINE COOLERS,
SPRITZERS & WINES BY THE GLASS

Tra.v-el r>isco"LI.rits

LIVE MUSIC TUES.-SAT.

.,.

• Sept. 29 - 31
SCREAMING IGUANAS
(From Melbourne)
e Oct. 6
EVIL MARACAS
(FromJacksonville)
• Oct. 7 & 8
· HEP GANGSTERS
• Oct. 13 - 15
HEART ATTACK DINER

for

r:----------;,

:COO:Wt1:

is2.ooi
·: PITCHER :
I
I

(LIMIT 1 PER CUSTOMER)

expires 10-13-88

I
I

L----------~

students

and

faculty

Now Open In the Palladium Building ·
(Across from

Holid~iy

Inn)

281- 7 90·0

...
...
.
.
.
1i1IUE!I. Hll1G : : 1i-auel Hll1G : : 1i-auel Hll1G :
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~
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$5.00 OFF : :
ANY ROUND: :
TRIP TICKET::

..

~

.

5% OFF
ANY
CRUISE

: :
5% OFF :
: : ANY TOUR :
: : PACKAGE :

~rd.ding

:

••
••
...... .......................................
.•
("""°" good on up to 5 Tld<GIS) :
~
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:
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CAFE FROM PAGE 6
they blew the hot air in our
faces. Bottles of beer were
unabashedly sweating tiny
puddles on the Formica
tables.We sat and prayed for
some deliverance from this
heat.Then Eugene Marsh
took the stage, welcoming us
and reading from Franz
Kafka's "The Castle."
If this was an indication of
what was to come, then we
had found our deliverance.
Wayne Alan Brenner was the
first poet to appear. Very tall,
very blonde and very bohemian-looking with his
bleach-splotched jeans,
black shirt and beret, Brenner had our attention from
the first.
He read selections from
his collection titled This
Complex Life. Sometimes
cynical, sometimes morbid,
but always immensely appealing, Brenner's poems
swept us out of the muggy
cafe, the reality of which we
would return to only after the
last poet had left the stage.
Based on his obseivatlons
while working at HarcourtBrace-Jovanovich, Brenner
wrote the poem "James,"
which examines a "member
of the inter-office set." James
is "spunk and funk, he stops
the clock, he's JimmyJ ohnny-on-the-spot an:d
always hot. He's the rajah of
the Xerox jocks."
Then there is "Early One
Evening Near the End of the
World," which tells of Mr.
Richardson, who's "got a
monogrammed, retractable
key chain from Miles Kllnball

I

r '","

af'

,t", .,,,'

1 " ...

_ ...,____
hanging from a polyester
beltloop" and who suspects
that the "annoying throb beginning behind his left
temple" may be due to "subliminals in the Muzak." r - - - - - - ; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _ : _ _ - - - - - L Brenner also performed a
tasty little song sung a
capeUa called "Sitting in the
Armchair," which comments
on those who spend their
lives in front of the idiot box.
Chris Garlington was up
next, reciting a poem from
memory and reading his
short story, "Rooster Crow,"
about a preacher. Garlington
seemed a bit unprepared,
though, making it difficult
for the audience to follow
him.
Martin Murphy was the
last scheduled poet to apTrammell Crow'R.,(J.$/d~
pear. His poems had lines
like"Iwassittlngaroundjust r---:---r.·_.··=·_:·:·_:
...._....._...:_-:-:-_:·:·_
....._
....:_·:-=_·:·:·_:·:·_
....._·.:-:_·:·:_
·:·:·_:·:·:_·:-._
:·:·:_
·:-:_·:·:·_:·:·:_·:.._:·:·:_-:·:_·:·:· _:
·:·:_·:·:_·:·::_.:.:_·=-:·_:-:.._
..:·:_·:·:-_:·:·_=-=·=_·:::_:::::_·:·:·_:·:·_:·:·:_·:·:_-:·:·_:·:·:_·:·:_·:·::_::::_::·:_·:·:·..:....:::::_:::._:-:·:_·:-:·..:....
·::::...:.:.:::::_:·:·:.1
sort of existentially basking
in the pain of being human."
In "Broken Pane" he recalls a
visit to a hospital emergency
room, where he sees a suicidal girl who has "eyes that
needed to die. "Afterwards,
there was an open mike for(407) 679-1838
mat, welcoming all those who
cared to offer their philosoAuthentic Chinese Eatery
phy of life, poetry, short stories, fashion tips- anything.
Eugene Marsh read his
I
poem, "Connections," and
with
coupon
I
Mike Flanagan, from the
Lunch & Dinner Buffet
toward an Y Purchase I
band Rain, sang a few ditties.
One coupon per visit
I
Those interested in participating in a Cafe Noir hapDine-InorTake-Out
I
pening can either show up
Expires 9-30-88
.J
for open mike or call Eugene
!-..---------------- -- ----- - --Marsh at 895-0921.
Price range from $2.25 to $5.25
Performances take place
Suncrest Village Shopping Center • 10169 University Blvd.
every other Wednesday at
Cafe Noir, 1229 N. Mills
(At Dean Ro a d) • Orlando, Florida 32817
Avenue, Orlando.

Ii BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETYIJ

rie»ta.l

-------------,
10% OFF

All You Can Eat
$

3.

99 .

WE ARE READY TO SERVE YOU

The

UNIGLOBE

Way.,,.

8-8-Q
Hrs. 6 a.m. - 9 p.m.
Sun. 6 a.m. - 5 p.m.

The paint is dry.
The computer is running.
A professional staff is in place.
The travel suppliers are lined up
to provide:
•Tours
•Cruises
•Ski Trips
•Get-Aways
• Airline Rates
• Hotel & Car Rental

BREAKFAST
BUFFET

$3.95

EAT IN or TAKE OUT

All-You-Can-Eat

DAIL y LUNCHEON SPECIALS

Sat. & Sunday Morning

,

HELP WANTED • 365-4494
LIVE BAND ON SATURDAY NIGHT
LIVE JAM SESSION EVERY THURSDAY NJGHT

In The Alafaya Square Shopping Center
WE CATER FOR ALL OCCASIONS NO PARTY TOO LARGE OR TOO SMALL

•
•

~

U\IE\LDBE

.. The Travel Connectors, Inc.
\0 1987 UNIOLOBE Travel (lntern1Uon1I) Inc. ®'TM Licensed Trademarks ol UNIGLOBE
Tt1vel ln!ernallonal, Inc. Eich 1gency lndapendenlly owned and oper1ted.

10073 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 3281 7
~
' (407) 679-6889

•

